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TRAINING PROCESS

Theory &
Planning

Discovering the
tools

Implementation

This How to Guide is about the APPROCH to the parcel of land that
needs EGS Measurement.

Evaluation

WHAT ARE ENVIRONMENTAL
GOODS AND SERVICES (EGS)
• Ecological goods and services (EG&S) are the benefits arising from the
ecological functions of healthy ecosystems.
• Such benefits accrue to all living organisms, including animals and
plants, rather than to humans alone.
• However, there is a growing recognition of the importance to society
that ecological goods and services provide for
health, social, cultural, and economic needs.

Our methodology
is only concerned
in measuring
change in the
regulating services
– we can measure
the quality of
these.
Specifically:
• Soil protection
• Water Quality
• Base flow
• Biodiversity

EXAMPLES OF REGULATING
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
Grassland

Ecosystem
Services

•Soil Protection
•Infiltration
•Biodiversity

Wetland

Riparian

•Water Purification
•Flood control
•Baseflow of rivers
•Water storage
•Biodiversity

•Flood protection
•Baseflow
•Water quality
•Biodiversity

EGS QUANTITY VS EGS QUALITY
• Measuring quantities may be difficult and requires expert knowledge.
• Certain parameters cannot be measured in quantitative terms alone.

• It is tempting to assign monetary values to quantities – which may be an flawed
exercise.
• Variation in quantity may not always be noticed by the observer – variation in
quality may be more noticeable.
• We may have greater influence over effecting changes in quality than quantity.
• Due to climate change - normal is changing – making quantities a moving target.

• Quality may vary but we can observe trends.

ASSUMPTIONS
1.

Systems that are in a natural, intact state are more likely to deliver good quality
ecosystem services than those in a altered or degraded state.

2.

We are testing parameters that tell us something about the functionality and level of
intactness of a system. We accept that there is a link even though we cannot accurately
describe that link or quantify its strength.

3.

Positive increases in quality will be interpreted as increases in functionality and intactness.

4.

Management interventions in wetlands, grasslands, rivers and forests can have positive
or negative effects. At some stage these effects will filter through in some or all of the
quality measurements related to ecosystem goods and services.

5.

We are not comparing different sites - we are comparing the same site over time!

TERMS
• Methodology – the combined use of several accepted tools
(wetland, grassland, riparian) to generate a more holistic picture of what is
happening across different ecosystems on a parcel of land.

• Tools - individually tested and tried tools that measure a specific ecological
parameter. These could include well known techniques such as SASS 5 , Mini SASS
and Basal cover determination etc.

• Landscape Characterization Unit (LCU) - the process of characterizing the
landscape into units in terms of its ability to deliver ecosystems services (based on its
functionality / intactness).

THE (OUR) EGS METHODOLOGY
• The Methodology is:
• a product of all our organizations, innovative and creative abilities.

• flexible and can be developed or added to.
• employs holistic thinking.
• enables innovative thinking.

• creates questions that are difficult to answer….and that’s OK
• about an systematic approach to the landscape.
• a two staged approach - see below.

STAGE 1 & STAGE 2 APPROACH

Description

Frequency

Accuracy

Aim

Cost

Stage 1

Citizen
science
approach

Weekly or
monthly

Low to
medium

To monitor, educate, involve
and change behavior.

Low

Stage 2

Rigorous
Scientific
approach

Seasonally
or annually

High

To generate reliable
information.

High

WHAT DO I NEED TO GET STARTED
(STAGE 1 ONLY)
• Access to google earth – if possible Google Earth Pro or maps.
https://geoauth.google.com/gev0/free_trial.html
• A site that you are working on and where you would like to implement

the methodology.
• Required monitoring tools / equipment.
• Equipment to capture externalities.
• Data Collection Sheet / smart phone / tablet / GPS
• Any relevant information on that site - familiarity with sites is essential
and will improve results and make the approach easier.

Proposed Methodology for Measuring Change in Ecosystem Services
External Inputs

Determine
Boundary

Background / Baseline info

Tool Box
Determine inflow /
outflow

Land Characterisation

Select Monitoring points
Stage 1 (Citizen Approach)

Stage 2 (Scientific Approach)

ID Tools

ID Tools

Protocols

Protocols

Monitoring Frequency

Monitoring Frequency
Capture and Interpret
Inform Management

STEP 1 – HAVE YOUR TOOLBOX AND
PROTOCOLS READY!

(THIS IS THE RECOMMENDED TOOLBOX - YOU MAY INCLUDE YOUR OWN TOOLS)

External Inputs
• Temperature
• Rainfall
• Extreme Events –
snow etc.

Wetlands
• Turbidity
• Soak pits
• Amphibians
• Staff gauge
• PH

* We will still incorporate forests at a later stage.

Grasslands

Riparian Areas

• Basal Cover
• Soil cohesion
• Species Diversity
• Infiltration Rate
• Splashboard
• Extent of
disservice
• Fixed Point Photo

• Turbidity
• Mini Sass
• Temperature
• PH
• Conductivity
• Fixed Point Photo

STEP 2 – MAKE SURE YOU CAN CAPTURE
AND RECORD EXTERNALITIES
• Build a simple weather station near a homestead / famers house.
• Ask community member / farmer to monitor daily.
• Record Rainfall & temperature + other extreme events.

• Make sure cows do not have access.
• Make sure it is correctly positioned. No trees of houses to that will obscure
rainfall. Temperature meter needs to be out of the sun.
• * It will take many years of monitoring before we understand the impact of
externalities on a site.

• ** Over time we will be able to correlate externalities and some of our other
results.

STEP 3 - DEFINE YOUR BOUNDARY
• What is the physical boundary we are trying to work in ?
• Is it ecological ?

• Is it administrative ?
• Is it where we are implementing activities?
• Can you delineate an area that you are effecting management change?

• Choose a manageable area ! (not too big).
• If the area is big then rather create 2 or 3 monitoring zones. You will apply the methodology individually to
each.

• Pay attention on what is happening on boundaries of you area. Do not just focus inside the area. At a local
level the environment is often a open system.

STEP 4 – MEASURE AQUATIC IN
AND OUTFLOWS
• Subtractive thinking for rivers and wetlands
1 Minus 2

Equals improvement /
deterioration in EGS
1

2

Depending on situation
use:
• Mini Sass
• Temperature
• Turbidity
• Full Chemical Analysis
(stage 2)
• REPEAT - NOT ONCE OFF

KNOW THE LANDSCAPE
• How well do we really know the site ?
• How do we know where to start monitoring and what to look for ?

• How do we educate others about the state of the land ?

know the landscape !

STEP 5 - LAND CHARACTERIZATION UNIT
(LCU) : SERVICES AND DISSERVICES
• Let us employ a technique that focusses on critical thinking – that helps us
understand the receiving environment.
• Divide the area inside the boundary into smaller more manageable units for
assessment – Land Characterization Unit (LCU)

• According to condition and habitat type.
• The same habitat may be divided into different LCU’s based on different
management practices / states / conditions.
• Mark specific features that may impact on EGS

• Map LCU’s (this can be done on Google Earth or just with a pen on a paper map)
• Confirm with field visit – it does not matter if you get LCU ‘s wrong – just be consistent.
Keep in mind: scale, resources to tackle issues and the intention of the landowner /
communities when allocating a LCU. LCU’s can also be used in a management plan so
it is a worthwhile exercise !

TYPES OF LANDSCAPE CHARACTERIZATION
UNITS
Action

Action

• Monitoring for
negative
change

• Monitoring for
negative
change

• Monitoring for
Improvement
or Negative
change

Service
Maintain

Service
Improve

Disservice
Accept

Disservice
Improve
• Monitoring for
Improvement
or negative
change

Action

Action

WHEN DOES A SERVICE BECOME
A DISSERVICE

Service
More than
50%
disservice

You need to judge if a disservice to improve is off sufficient scale to justify is own LCU

TYPES OF LANDSCAPE CHARACTERIZATION
UNITS: ISIXHOSA

• Monitoring for negative
change/ Qaphela
utchintcho uluya emva

• Monitoring for negative
change / Qaphela
utchintcho uluya emva

• Monitoring for
Improvement or
Negative change?/
Qaphela utchintcho
uluya emva, noluya
phambile

Service
Maintain/Yig
cine Iphilile

Service Improve/
Yilungise Isaphila

Disservice Accept /
Yamkele
ingaphilanga, kodwa
ingabisanda

Disservice Improve
/Yilungise Iyafa

• Monitoring for
Improvement or
negative change/
Qaphela utchintcho
uluya emva, noluya
phambile

Disservice
Accept : mine

Service
Maintain A:
Natural
Grassland
Service maintain B :
Riparian – no buffer

LCU’s and Habitat
description

Service maintain
C: wetland

Service
improve B:
Grassland
with
Bramble

Hint: Number and
name LCU for
ease of use.

Disservice
Accept D:
Pasture

Disservice Improve B:
Riparian – no buffer
Service Improve
A: Grassland
overgrazed
Disservice Accept A :
House

Disservice Improve A:
Grassland with significant
sheet erosion.

Disservice Accept B:
Road

Disservice
Accept C : Dam

Disservice Improve – Kikhyuyu
Service Improve
Grassland with
erosion

Disservice Accept Quarry

Disservice Improve –
Riparian – Alien plants
& Erosion
Service Maintain:
Grassland 1

Service Maintain:
Grassland 2

Disservice Improve –
Riparian – Alien plants

LCU applied to a section of the Matatiele Nature Reserve.

NOTES ON LCU’S
• Consider scale when drawing up LCU’s.
• Consider if a service or disservice is significant enough to justify its mapping.
• Special features such as donga’s and biodiversity hotspots should be
mapped as different LCU’s
• Use density of infestations as a guide when deciding on LCU’s

• Apply LCU to each habitat type - wetland, riparian and grassland.
• Where habitat is in the same condition but where different management
practices apply create two LCU’s to reflect the different management
practices.

STEP 6: POSITIONING OF MONITORING
POINTS
Guidelines
a) Find monitoring sites in each of your LCU’s !
b) Look at boundaries between LCU’s as possible monitoring spots.
c) Use Random monitoring points in each LCU
d) Use linear monitoring points on linear features within each LCU
e) Consider point source monitoring points.
f) Consider subtractive approach between LCU’s
Food for thought
• How many points ? Will adding more points capture something additional?

Inflow / Outflow
Basal Cover
Basal Cover
Linear Spaced
(Stream)
Point Source
Outflow
Management
FPP

Example of Monitoring in a section of the Matatiele Nature Reserve

STEP 7: SELECTING TOOLS
1. Look at the habitat as identified as a
LCU and draw form the list of tools
most suitable for assessing the issues in
that LCU that led to that LCU’s
classification.

2. Select tools that will be practical.
3. Use one or several tools at the same
site.

4. GPS monitoring sites and Map

DEFINING ACTIONS MAY HELP WITH
TOOL SELECTION
What

Define issue

Monitoring
objective

Tools

Frequency

Possible
Management
Actions

Disservice
Accept

Road

No erosion at
drainage pipe

Monitor turbidity at
Rainfall events
FPP

When it
rains

Install calming
device

Service
Improve

Bramble in
grassland

Reduce
bramble in
grassland

Basal cover
improvement /
splashboard / extent

Beginning
Poison bramble
and end of
summer

Disservice
improve

Erosion
donga

Stabilize
erosion
feature

FPP

Monthly

Stone packing

Service
Maintain

Healthy
grassland

Maintain
grassland

Basal cover
determination /
infiltration

Once per
annum

Grazing pressure

MONITORING PLANS
• Sample Monitoring plan for sites.
Date

Site No

Tool

Result

15 May 2015

DSA1

Mini SaSS

5.4

15 May 2015

SM 2

Saturation Pit

450 mm

FREQUENCY
How frequently should we monitor ?
Stage 1

• Think of the parameter - does it change frequently ? If yes then you need to
monitor more frequently.
• Minimum - Monitoring at least 12 times per annum – 3 times per season.
• More is better !
Stage 2

• Twice per annum at the end of summer.

STEP 8: RECORDING DATA
• How do we record data ?
- Note GPS coordinates and give monitoring site name - mark site.
- Always use the same sites (not applicable to random sites)

- Same technique for same test
- Record and export immediately - apps ?
- Create a data sheet – use the radial Excel provided

- Use multiple tools at the same site if required.

CAPTURE, COLLATE, PRESENT, COMPARE
• Use a radial diagram to project information – why ?
• Use cybertracker / app to track, store and export.
• Compare results over time – to establish change - you may also compare
the extent / footprint of LCU’s over time for the same site.
2009
10%
20%
30%

2015

Riverlea

40%

10%
10%
45%
35%

Service Accept

Sevice Improve

Disservice Improve

Disservice Accept

CATEGORIZE & CONVERT RESULTS
• All scores need to be converted to the same range – for radial diagram.
• This is done by using a programmed spread sheet that converts all results on
a scale of 1 to 10.
• Although EWT will be adapting Cybertracker for this purpose by the end of
July 2015.

Formula for conversion to radial table
High Score - low score = Range then (Actual Score – Low score ) / range then

X 100 = percentage / 20 = score out of 5

RADIAL DIAGRAM – PRESENTING
INFORMATION IN A HOLISTIC MANNER

LAST THOUGHTS
• Monitoring takes time - make sure you have a lean programme (don’t
create to many monitoring points – rather make sure you have selected
ones that are sensitive to change).
• Involve others to assist.
• Experiment with accepted tools - do not experiment with experimental tools.
• Adapt recognized tools and record adaptation.
• Understand the protocol for each tool - be consistent.
• Make sure people are familiar with protocols.
• Build your own toolbox for your site.
• Monitor under different conditions.
• Build it into workplans & projects.

QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

